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1 Abstract
Here I present the present the first major result of a novel form of network
analysis — a temporal interpretation. Treating numerical edges labels as
the time at which an interaction occurs between the two vertices comprising
that edge generates a number of intriguing questions. For example, given
the structure of a graph, how many “fundamentally” different temporally
non-isomorphic forms are there, across all possible edge labelings. Specifi-
cally, two networks, N and M , are considered to be in the same isotemporal
class if there exists a function φ : N → M that is a graph isomorphism
and preserves all paths in N with strictly increasing edge labels. I present a
closed formula for the number of isotemporal classes (N (n)) of n-gons. This
result is strongly tied to number theoretic identities; in the case of n odd,
N (n) = 1
n
(
∑
d|n(2
n/d−1 − 1)ϕ(d))), where ϕ is the Euler totient function.
Key Words : temporal, network, graph, isomorphism, Euler, totient, phi,
function, rotational, reflective, symmetry
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2 Definitions and the Problem
As a field, the mathematical analysis of networks has both sophistication and
remarkable diversity. This is due largely to the surprising consistency with
which a novel metaphorical interpretation of the values associated with the
edges of a graph generates intriguing lines of mathematical investigation. To
name a few examples, treating the values on edges as distances, throughput
capacities, preferences, colors, etc. are metaphors for edge labels that have
motivated profound advances.
In this paper I present the first major result to come from a novel in-
terpretation of labels. The values associated with an edge of a temporal
network indicate the time at which an interaction occurs between the two
vertices comprising that edge. Many intriguing questions arise under this in-
terpretation and here I present a classification of the number of fundamental
temporal organizations possible on the n-gon class of graphs.
We’ll begin with an example. Let graph theorists A, B, C, D and E
belong to a strange academic society that meets often, but only two mem-
bers at a time. Their most recent meeting history is given in Figure 1A.
Forgetful Professor B returned from a January trip to Paris bearing a minia-
ture Eiffel Tower key-chain. Since then, he has misplaced the souvenir but
clearly remembers lending it to another member of the society, although he
is uncertain which.
Precise conclusions based on the information provided in Figure 1A can
be derived using a temporal interpretation of the network of interactions
described therein. The precise definition of a temporal network:
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Definition 2.1 A temporal network is a collection of vertices V = {v1,
v2, . . . , vn}, edges E = {e1, e2, . . . , em : where ei = {vj , vk} for some vj , vk ∈
V }, temporal labels or values T = {t1, t2, . . . , tp : ti ∈ R} where n,m, p ∈
N, and a bijection, a temporal labeling, τ : E → T from edges to temporal
values.
The temporal network of the interactions of A, B, C, D, and E is shown
in Figure 1B. If network 1B = {V,E, T, τ}, then V = {A,B,C,D,E}, E =
{{E,C}, {C,B}, {B,D}, {D,A}, {A,E}}, and T = { April 1, April 9, June
15, July 8, July 10 }.
For convenience, we can order the times of the meetings (the temporal
labels) in T , and replace the date of the first event with the number 1, the
second date with the number 2 and so forth. This network is shown in Figure
1C.
Desperate to recover his miniature, Prof. B begins analyzing the temporal
network. He concludes that any of his colleagues D, E or C could be in
possession of the key-chain. D could have it, had B passed it to him on July
8 (time 4). Likewise C could have it after the meeting at time 2; furthermore,
C could have passed it on to E at their time 5 meeting. Only A could not
possibly possess the trinket, since A met with D and E before either of those
two could possibly have acquired it.
That E may possess the object reflects a temporal connectedness between
B and E that motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.2 An ordered collection of vertices P = 〈v1, v2, . . . , vm〉 is a
temporal path if τ({vi, vi+1}) < τ({vj , vj+1}) for any i < j.
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After emailing E, C and D regarding the key-chain, the societys secretary
contacted all the members to inform them that the April 1 meeting between
A and D had been entered into the records incorrectly. The actual date was
indeed in April, but which day in that month is unknown.
If we assume that the ambiguous date was actually April 19, this changes
the order of the interactions. The temporal network which corresponds to
this alternative is shown in Figure 1D. However, inspection of these two
networks reveals that every temporal path in network 1C is also a temporal
path in network 1D. Indeed, the two networks are temporally isomorphic.
Definition 2.3 Let N = {V,E, T, τ} and M = {V ′, E ′, T ′, τ ′} be temporal
networks. If the function φ:V → V ′ has the following properties then φ is a
temporal isomorphism and N and M are temporally isomorphic:
• |V | = |V ′|
• if {vi, vj} ∈ E, then {φ(vi), φ(vj)} ∈ E ′ (edge preservation)
• if P = 〈va1 , va2 , . . . , vam〉 is a temporal path in N, then φ(P ) = 〈φ(va1),
φ(va2), . . . , φ(vam)〉 is a temporal path in M (temporal path preserva-
tion)
Any two networks which are temporally isomorphic are said to belong
to the same isotemporal class, and if a particular function φ satisfies at
least the edge preservation condition for networks N andM , it is said to be a
graphical isomorphism between the two networks. Temporal isomorphism
and graphical isomorphism between M and N are denoted M ∼=T N and
M ∼=G N respectively.
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That two temporal networks (i.e. Figures 1C and 1D) can have fundamen-
tally different temporal labelings, but belong to the same isotemporal class is
an important property. Under a temporal interpretation, the temporal paths
through a network (the paths over which an object could progress) are, in a
sense, more fundamental descriptors of the network than the particular order
in which the interactions occurred.
An attempt to understand all the different temporal variants of a graph
such as the 5-gon shown in Figure 1, would be well served by determining
the number of 5-gon different isotemporal classes. A more ambitious version
of this question is, for a particular n, how many isotemporal classes (N ) of
the n-gon are there?
Definition 2.4 A temporal network with vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . vn} is an
n-gon if for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, {vi, vi+1 (mod n)} ∈ E, and E contains no
other edges.
3 Utility of the Line Graph
Definition 3.1 Let N = {V,E, T, τ} be a temporal network with edges E =
{e1, e2, . . . , en} . The line graph of G, L(G), is a graph with vertices
W = {we1, we2, . . . , wen} corresponding to each edge in G. An edge exists
in L(G) between vertices wei and wej if ei and ej share a vertex. The edge
between wei and wej is directed toward wei if τ(ei) > τ(ej), and toward wej if
τ(ei) < τ(ej). We write wei → wej if the edge between wei and wej is directed
toward wej
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The line graph of our example temporal network is shown in Figure 2A.
Two line graphs are said to be directionally isomorphic (∼=D) if, in ad-
dition to edge preservation, there is preservation of the directedness of each
edge. The line graph L(G) of a temporal n-gon provides a useful tool for
counting the number of isotemporal classes because of the useful fact that
for a temporal n-gon, N , N ∼=G L(N). This follows immediately from the
definition of the line graph; within any n-gon, one can inscribe another n-gon
by rotation of 180/n degrees.
This fact is required to show that every isotemporal class of an n-gon can
be uniquely and entirely described by a single directed line graph.
Theorem 3.1 Let N and M be temporal n-gons. N ∼=T M if and only if
L(N) ∼=D L(M).
Proof — Let N = {V,E, T, τ}, and V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. For the sake
of simpler notation, whenever i > n or i < 1, vi shall be taken to mean
vi (mod n) or vi+nk (mod n) respectively (where nk + i > 0). First we show
that N ∼=T M implies L(N) ∼=D L(M). For any j, either P = 〈vj, vj+1, vj+2〉
or Q = 〈vj+2, vj+1, vj〉 is a temporal path (as it must be the case that ei-
ther τ({vj , vj+1}) > τ({vj+1, vj+2}) or vice-versa). Without loss of general-
ity, we will assume that the former is a temporal path. By the definition
of the line graph, w{vj ,vj+1} → w{vj+1,vj+2}. By assumption, there exists
some φ:N → M that is a temporal isomorphism, let φ(vb) = ub so that
φ(P ) = 〈uj, uj+1, uj+2〉. If the edge {uc, uc+1} in M corresponds to x{uc,uc+1}
in L(M), then similarly, x{uj ,uj+1} → x{uj+1,uj+2}. Let ψ:L(N) → L(M)
by ψ(w{vi,vi+1}) = x{φ(vi),φ(vi+1)} = x{ui,ui+1}. This function clearly preserves
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edges, and since x{uj ,uj+1} → x{uj+1,uj+2} whenever w{vj ,vj+1} → w{vj+1,vj+2} it
preserves directedness of the edges, and is a directional isomorphism.
To show the converse, that L(N) ∼=D L(M) implies N ∼=T M , we invoke
the fact that N ∼=G L(N). Let the functions σ1:N → L(N) by σ1(vb) =
w{vb,vb+1}, σ2:M → L(M) by σ2(ub) = x{ub,ub+1}, and ψ:L(N) → L(M) by
ψ(w{vc,vc+1}) = x{ud,ud+1}, be graphical isomorphisms. (We know that ψ ex-
ists, by the assumption that L(N) ∼=D L(M)). Let φ(vi) = σ
−1
2 (ψ(σ1(vi))).
Graphical isomorphism is an equivalence relation, and so φ:N → M will
be a graphical isomorphism, since directional isomorphism implies graphical
isomorphism. If φ preserves temporal paths, it will be a temporal isomor-
phism. Because N is an n-gon, any temporal path will be in one of the
following forms: P = 〈vc, vc+1, . . . , vc+m〉 or 〈vc+m, vc+m−1, . . . , vc〉. Without
loss of generality, we will assume it is the former. By the definition of line
graph, and application of σ1, we know that w{vc,vc+1} → w{vc+1,vc+2} → · · · →
w{vc+m−1,vc+m}, and since L(N)
∼=D L(M) by ψ, x{ud,ud+1} → x{ud+1,ud+2} → · · ·
→ x{ud+m−1,ud+m}. The directedness of these edges implies that, after appli-
cation of σ−1, τ({ud, ud+1}) < τ({ud+1, ud+2}) < . . . < τ({ud+m−1, ud+m}),
where τ is the temporal labeling in M . Therefore, 〈ud, ud+1, . . . , ud+m〉 is a
temporal path in M , and the function φ(vc) = ud is a temporal isomorphism
from N to M .
This theorem places isotemporal classes in one-to-one and onto correspon-
dence with isodirectional classes of line graphs. So, in order to determine
N (n), we need only count the number of line graphs up to directional iso-
morphism. Given the trickiness of the counting arguments to come, we are
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well served to even further simplify our representation of isotemporal classes.
Definition 3.2 The plus-minus form (±-form) of an n-gon N = {V,E, T, τ},
is a n-gon labeled according to the following scheme. Noting the directed-
ness of edges in L(N), edge ea receives a “+” label if wea−1 → wea and
wea ← wea+1, a “−” label if wea−1 ← wea and wea → wea+1. If wea−1 → wea
and wea → wea+1, or wea−1 ← wea and wea ← wea+1, then edge ea receives a
“0” label. Thus, ±(N) = {V,E, {+,−, 0}, f}, where f :E → {+,−, 0} is the
±-labeling.
The ±-form of our example temporal network is shown in Figure 2B.
There are several additional useful properties of the ±-form of n-gons that
follow directly from the definition.
• Let A and B be the ±-form of temporal n-gons N andM . φ:A→ B is
a (label) isomorphism that preserves ± labels if and only if L(N) ∼=D
L(M).
• There must be at least one edge of A labeled with a +.
• Any path through a ±-form that starts and ends on edges labeled +,
and containing no other + labels, will have within it, precisely one edge
labeled with a −.
4 Let the Counting Begin
Curiously this implies that in examining the labels of ±-form in turn, we will
find the + and − labels alternating, and interspaced by an arbitrary number
of 0 labels. You can see this pattern in Figure 2B.
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Here is our strategy for finding a formula for N (n), the number of isotem-
poral classes of an n-gon: 1) Count the number of distinct ways edges can be
selected on an n-gon to receive non-zero labels. 2) Then, consider for each
case, whether labeling an arbitrary first edge with a + or − label generates a
different ±-form. For the first part of this argument, we will need to invoke
the help of the choose function.
The number returned by the function
(
n
k
)
can be interpreted as the num-
ber of order non-specific ways to select k objects from a pool of n distinct
objects. If we let the pool of n objects be the set X = {1, 2, . . . , n}, then
(
n
k
)
returns the number of distinct subsets of X of order k. Each of these
subsets can be used to identify a class of labelings of a ±-form of an n-gon by
identifying those edges of the n-gon that are to receive non-zero labels. See
Figure 3. The subset {3, 4, 6, 8} of {1, 2, . . . , 8} represents those ±-forms of
the 8-gon that have non-zero labels on the edges indicated in grey in Figure
3A.
Definition 4.1 The footprint of the set {a1, a2, . . . , ak} on an n-gon with
edges {e1, e2, . . . , en} is the subgraph comprised of edges {ea1 , ea2 , . . . , eak}.
By no means does the choose function identify each distinct footprint
uniquely, or even consistently. For example, all the footprints in Figure 3A
are rotationally equivalent, and for this footprint, the choose function will
identify 8 replicates. For the footprint shown in 3B only two replicates of
the footprint will be identified. Additionally, the footprint in 3C is a mirror
reflection of the first footprint of 3A; the two represent label isomorphic
±-forms, but are identified by the choose function as distinct.
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Four forms of symmetry will interfere with identifying distinct ±-forms:
mirror symmetry, skewed mirror symmetry, rotational symmetry, and skewed
rotational symmetry. Examples, of ±-forms and corresponding footprints of
n-gons with eight of sixteen possible combinations of these types of symmetry
are given in Figure 4A.
Definition 4.2 In an n-gon, a vertex axis of symmetry running through
vertices vi and vi+n
2
, denoted Avi is an axis of mirror symmetry if f({vi−a,
vi−a+1}) = f({vi+a−1, vi+a}). Similarly, Avi is an axis of skewed mirror
symmetry if f({vi−a, vi−a+1}) = −f({vi+a−1, vi+a}).
An edge axis of symmetry running through ea and ea+n
2
(Aea) is an
axis of mirror symmetry if f(ea−k) = f(ea+k) and an axis of skewed mirror
symmetry if f(ea−k) = −f(ea+k).
A n-gon has d-fold rotational symmetry if for any edge ej, f(ej) =
f(ej+n
d
) and d-fold skewed rotational symmetry if f(ej) = −f(ej+n
d
).
With those definitions, we can now approach the first task of our strategy,
determining the number of distinct footprints:
Theorem 4.1 The number of footprints (up to reflective isomorphism) of an
n-gon N , is M(n) = 1
n
∑
d|n
(2n/d−1−1)ϕ(d) if n is odd, and 1+ 1
n
∑
d|n
(2n/d−1−
1)ϕ(d) if n is even. Here ϕ(d) is the Euler totient function that returns the
number of non-divisors of d.
Proof — We will begin with the odd case where n = 2k + 1. If each
footprint indicates edges of N that receive non-zero labels, it must contain
k = 2, 4, . . . , 2k edges, since the number of + labels must equal the number
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of - labels. Thus, the term
∑k
i=1
(
n
2i
)
counts all the footprints at least once.
This can be simplified using basic binomial identities to 2n−1 − 1.
However, as we see in Figure 3, if a footprint lacks rotational symmetry
it will be represented either n or 2n times by choose, if it either lacks or has
reflective symmetry respectively. And, if the footprint has at most d-fold
rotational symmetry (as in Figure 3B), this term will identify it n/d times.
Since this formula does not claim to equate left and right-hand reflections of
a footprint, we will only consider the mis-representation by choose of those
footprints with rotational symmetry.
It is our goal to compensate for the under-representation of rotation-
ally symmetrical footprints by the choose function so that each footprint is
counted either n or 2n times depending on whether it has reflective symme-
try. We will identify those footprints with at least d-fold symmetry with each
term of the following formula:
∑
d6=1,d|n
∑n/d−1
2
i=1
(
n/d
2i
)
∆d. Again this simplifies
to
∑
d6=1,d|n(2
n/d−1 − 1)∆d. Here ∆d is a correction factor specific to each
d-fold symmetrical footprint that increases the number of occurrences of the
under-represented class from n/d to n. When ∆d1 corrects for each d1-fold
symmetrical footprint, the term also corrects to the same degree, all labelings
with d1d2-fold symmetry.
Let us consider p-fold symmetrical labelings where p1 is prime. As a
prime, p1 has no sub-divisors. Since, each application of the choose function
will identify each p1-fold symmetrical footprint n/p1 times, and n/p1 have
already been identified by the initial 2n−1 − 1 term, ∆p1 = p1 − 1, since
(p1)
n
p
+ n
p
= n = ∆p1(n/p) + (n/p). It is not a coincidence that ∆p1 = ϕ(p1).
We will prove that ∆d = ϕ(d) by induction on the number of sub-divisors
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of d, and have already shown that when d has no divisors, ∆d = ϕ(d). So,
assume that for all di|d, that ∆di = ϕ(di). Since any ∆di will contribute to the
number of accumulated representations of footprints with d-fold symmetry,
we can calculate ∆d as follows:
n
d
∆d = n−
n
d
(
∑
di|d
ϕ(di)− ϕ(1)− ϕ(d))
∆d = d−
∑
di|d
ϕ(di) + ϕ(1) + ϕ(d)− 1
In these equations ϕ(1) is subtracted since 1-fold symmetry corresponds to
the rotationally asymmetrical case, which is accounted for by the 2n−1 − 1
term, and ϕ(d) is subtracted since there is no previous term accounting for
d-fold symmetry. Invoking the number theoretic fact that n =
∑
d|n ϕ(d) to
substitute and simplify, we have: ∆d = d − d + 1 + ϕ(d)− 1 = ϕ(d). So, if
∆di = ϕ(di) for all divisors of d, then ∆d = ϕ(d). This completes the second
half of the proof by induction, and allows us, therefore, to combine terms for
M(n) = 1
n
((2n−1 − 1) +
∑
d6=1,d|n(2
n/d−1 − 1)ϕ(d)) = 1
n
∑
d|n(2
n/d−1 − 1)ϕ(d),
when n is odd.
The proof of the even case of this formula is highly analogous, and for n
even, M(n) = 1+ 1
n
∑
d|n(2
n/d−1− 1)ϕ(d); the addition of 1 derives from the
fact that for n even,
∑n/2
i=1
(
n
2i
)
= 2n−1.
What good is this formula, if it considers two footprints, isomorphic under
reflection, to be distinct? As we will see, this result is sufficient to determine
N (n) for n odd. Furthermore, it is related to the number of binary necklaces
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fixed in the plane 1
n
∑
d|n ϕ(d)2
n/d [1]. Recall that our temporal networks are
not “fixed;” labelings isomorphic under reflection are considered identical.
Proposition 4.1 Let N be an n-gon with an axis of symmetry Aea. Aea is
an axis of mirror symmetry if and only if f(ea) 6= 0 6= f(ea+n
2
). Aea is an
axis of skew symmetry if and only if f(ea) = f(ea+n
2
) = 0. For vertex axes,
Avi is an axis of symmetry if and only if it is an axis of skew symmetry
Proof — These properties follow directly from the fact that the + and −
labels of ±(N), though potentially interspaced by 0 labels, must alternate in
a +, -, +, - . . . fashion.
Because every axis of symmetry in an odd-gon (an n-gon where n =
2k + 1) must pass through a vertex and an edge, it is impossible for an
odd-gon to have an axis of mirror symmetry.
Proposition 4.2 Let N be a temporal n-gon, ±(N) = {V,E, {+,−, 0}, f}
is label isomorphic to −±(N) (the ±- form with + and - labels interchanged)
if and only if ±(N) has an axis of skewed mirror symmetry or d-fold skewed
rotational symmetry.
Proof — The set of automorphisms on an n-gon, the dihedral group Dn,
consists of a flip, a rotation, or some combination of the two. Therefore if
we let φ:±(N)→ −± (N) be a label isomorphism, then either φ(ea) = ea+k
(a rotation), or φ(ea) = e−a+k (a flip and rotation). If φ satisfies the former,
then, to preserve edge labels, f(ea) = −f(ea+k), and ±(N) has n/k-fold
skewed rotational symmetry. Similarly, if f(ea) = −f(e−a+k), then Aek/2 is
an axis of skewed mirror symmetry.
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Assume, without loss of generality, that ±(N) has an edge axis of skewed
mirror symmetry; f(eb−k) = −f(eb+k) for some b and any k. Let φ:±(N)→
−± (N) by φ(ea) = ea+2(b−a). Since these edges are symmetrically far from
eb, their labels will be + and -, or 0 and 0. Thus, φ will preserve edge labels
from ±(N)→ −± (N).
If ±(N) has d-fold skewed rotational symmetry, then for any j, f(ej) =
−f(ej+n
d
). Let φ:±(N) → −± (N) by φ(ea) = ea+n
d
. φ will clearly take +
labels to - labels in ±(N), and + labels in − ± (N), and so constitutes a
label isomorphism from ±(N) to −± (N).
This proposition tells us exactly when alternatively labeling an arbitrary
“first edge” of a footprint with a + or a - yields different ±-forms: only
when the ±-form has neither skewed mirror symmetry nor skewed rotational
symmetry.
Further examination of the dihedral group and the choice of labeling the
arbitrary first edge with a + or a - convinces us that the four cases of sym-
metry we have considered: skewed mirror, mirror, rotational and skewed
rotational are indeed the only possible cases of symmetry that lead to mis-
counting by the choose function.
This lets us determine, for all combinations of symmetry, whether the
choose function has mis-counted the number of isomorphically distinct foot-
prints, and the number of distinct ±-labelings (up to isomorphism: one or
two) that each footprint needs to represent in our final formula (See Figure
5: Column A).
Here, a “1” indicates a combination of symmetries such that the ±-form
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of such a network, P , is directionally isomorphic to −P (P and −P are
identical); a “2” label indicates networks where P is not isomorphic to −P
(and therefore, each footprint must represent 2 isotemporal classes). Figure
5: Column B gives the number of replicates of a particular footprint (again,
up to isomorphism) identified by the formula of Theorem 2. Recall that
left and right hand reflections were considered different footprints in that
formula, so footprints without any reflective symmetry were counted twice.
Lemma 4.1 Let N be an odd-gon. N cannot have d-fold skewed rotational
symmetry.
Proof — Assuming the contrary, that there exists an m such that for any
edge ea in ±(N), f(ea) = −f(ea+m). Substituting a+m for a and so forth,
we have, f(ea) = −f(ea+m) = f(ea+2m) = −f(ea+3m) = f(ea+4m) =, · · · ,=
−f(ea+nm). But ea+nm = ea, so f(ea) = −f(ea+nm) = −f(ea) is a contradic-
tion.
Theorem 4.2 The number of isotemporal classes, N , of an n-gon:
• for n = 2k + 1, N (n) = 1
n
(
∑
d|n(2
n/d−1 − 1)ϕ(d)))
• for n = 4k + 2, N (n) = 1
n
(
∑
d|n 2
n/d−1ϕ(d)−
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c)) + 2
n−4
2
• for n = 4k, N (n) = 1
n
(
∑
d|n 2
n/d−1ϕ(d) −
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c)) + 2
n−4
2 +
2
n−8
4 − 2⌈
n−4
8
⌉−1
Proof — Let us first examine the n odd case. By Lemma 3.1 and Proposi-
tion 3.1, we can eliminate any case of symmetry in which mirror or skewed
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rotational symmetry appear. Therefore only the first four rows of Figure 5
correspond to possible cases, and within these rows, the number of ±-forms
that correspond to a particular footprint (Column A) is identical to the num-
ber of copies of each footprint identified by the formula given in Theorem 2
(Column B). Therefore, that formula satisfies the odd case of this theorem.
Needless to say, the even cases will be more complicated.
Since the odd-formula does not return the correct number (Column A) of
±-labelings for four different categories of footprint (these are indicated with
asterisks in Figure 5), additional correction terms are required. This correc-
tion will be done by adding or subtracting one replicate of each footprint in
batches corresponding to cases of symmetry, so that after all the correction
terms are taken into account, the sum of the counting terms of Columns B
through F, across each row, will equal that in A.
In Column C, for each ±-form with mirror symmetry, another replicate is
added. Column D subtracts a ±-form replicate for each labeling with mirror
and skewed mirror symmetries. Column E subtracts another ±-form repli-
cate for each labeling with skewed rotational symmetry, and finally Column
F adds a ±-form replicate for all labelings with skewed rotational and skewed
mirror symmetries. The sum across each row of these correction terms and
the initial value given by the odd-formula (Column B) is given in Column G.
As Columns G and A are identical, implementing this sequence of corrections
to the odd formula will yield the correct formula in the even cases; this is
our road for the rest of the proof.
How are we going to count the number of footprints that have only skewed
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mirror symmetry and reflective skewed symmetries, or the number of foot-
prints that have skewed rotational and rotational symmetries? In each case,
a careful counting argument will give us the values we are interested in.
Column C — Adding a Replicate for Mirror Symmetry: Since an axis
of mirror symmetry must pass through edges with non-zero labels, consider
two polar edges of N “fixed.” Each distinct half-footprint on one side of
this axis or mirror symmetry will determine the footprint of the whole n-
gon. Indeed, even the ± labels on the polar edges are determined by the ±
labels on the rest of the half-footprint (if, say the first non-zero label away
from the polar edge is a -, then that polar edge will be likewise flanked by
a - on the other side, and therefore must have a + label itself). Each of
the n−2
2
non-fixed edges in one half of N may be independently included or
not in a footprint, suggesting that there are 2
n−2
2 possible footprints with
mirror symmetry. However, if we let edges e1, e2, . . . , e(n−2)/2 be the can-
didate edges on one half of N , then the footprint {ea1 , ea2 , . . . , eak} will be
isomorphic to {e(n−2)/2+1−a1 , e(n−2)/2+1−a2 , . . . , e(n−2)/2+1−ak}. That is, “up”
and “down” oriented footprints are counted separately. Unfortunately, it is
not sufficient to take 1
2
2
n−2
2 as the number of footprints, since it is possi-
ble that {ea1 , . . . , eak} = {e(n−2)/2+1−a1 , . . . , e(n−2)/2+1−ak} — the case when
a half-footprint has internal reflective symmetry. Such footprints are only
identified once in the term 2
n−2
2 . If n = 4k + 2, this will occur 2
n−2
4 times,
since determining half of the half in question will determine the rest of the
footprint. Similarly, if n = 4k, the number of internally symmetrical half-
footprints is 2
n
4 . Therefore if n = 4k, the number of mirror symmetrical
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footprints is 1
2
(2
n−2
2 + 2
n
4 ) = 2
n−4
2 + 2
n−4
4 , and if n = 4k + 2, the number of
mirror-symmetrical footprints is 2
n−4
2 + 2
n−6
4 . These are our terms for Col-
umn C.
To count those footprints with both mirror and skewed mirror symmetry,
we invoke a useful principle about multiple axes of symmetry in n-gons.
Mirror and Skewed Mirror Axes Reflect Each Other: To avoid repetition,
we will address edge skewed mirror axes; proofs of these properties for vertex
axes of skewed mirror symmetry are analogous. Let Aea be a skewed mirror
axis, and Aea−k be a mirror axis. By definition of a mirror axis, f(ea−k−b) =
f(ea−k+b). Reflecting these edges through the skewed axis of symmetry we
find that f(ea−k−b) = −f(ea+k+b) = −f(ea+k−b). Therefore, Aea+k is an axis
of mirror symmetry. In this way mirror and skewed mirror axes reflect each
other. Consequently, if there are l axes of mirror symmetry in N and at
least one axis of skewed mirror symmetry, then there will be l axes of skewed
mirror symmetry, each found halfway between two adjacent axes of mirror
symmetry. This implies in turn that there if there are both mirror and skewed
mirror axes in N , there must be, in total, even number of reflective axes, two
of which are perpendicular.
Columns D and F Cancel Each Other Out: Column C requires counting
the number of footprints that correspond to ±-forms with axes of both mir-
ror and skewed mirror symmetry. Since axes of mirror and skewed mirror
symmetry alternate, we can consider the subgraph of N between a mirror
axis and the nearest skewed mirror axis moving in a clockwise direction. Let
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this subgraph have footprint A = 〈a1, a2, . . . , ag〉 and ±-labels f(A). Let
the reflection of A, be A′ = 〈ag, . . . , a2, a1〉. Proceeding clockwise around N
to the next subgraph between two axes, A is reflected and negated across
the skewed axis to yield −f(A′). Similarly −f(A′) is reflected around the
next mirror axis to give −f(A), and so forth. Thus N is comprised of ad-
jacent subgraphs with labels f(A),−f(A′),−f(A), f(A′), f(A),−f(A′), . . ..
This graph has n/2r-fold skewed rotational symmetry, where r is the num-
ber of edges between adjacent mirror and skewed mirror axes, and rotating
N by 2r edges takes f(A) to −f(A) and −f(A′) to f(A′).
Likewise, if N has d-fold skewed rotational symmetry and skewed mirror
symmetry, it will also have an axis of mirror symmetry. Let this axis of
skewed mirror symmetry Aea partition N into halves f(A) and −f(A
′). By
definition of skewed rotational symmetry, f(B) = 〈f(ea−n/d), f(ea−n/d+1), . . . ,
f(ea)〉 = 〈−f(ea+1),−f(ea+2), . . . , −f(ea+n/d)〉 = −f(B). Assuming B ⊂ A,
then −f(B) = −f(B′), and f(B) = f(B′), or f(B) has internal mirror
symmetry.
Therefore, N has skewed mirror and mirror symmetries if and only if it
has skewed mirror and skewed rotational symmetries. Thus, the cases to
be identified in Columns D and F are one in the same, and ±-forms with
only skewed mirror and mirror symmetries, and likewise ±-forms with only
skewed rotational and skewed mirror symmetry cannot exist, since they both
imply the existence of the third type of symmetry. These cases are marked
by double asterisks in Figure 5. Since in Column D we were to subtract the
number of such cases, while adding them in Column F, the net contribution
of the correction terms generated by these two columns is zero.
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This property is remarkably convenient. All we need now is the number
of ±-forms with skew rotational symmetry.
Column E — Subtracting a Replicate for Skewed Rotation: N has d-fold
skewed rotational symmetry if and only if the footprint of N has d-fold rota-
tional symmetry, d is even, and the number of non-zero labels on n/d adjacent
edges is odd. This property is self-apparent, when it is considered that there
must be an even number of non-zero labels, and that if n/d adjacent edges
were to contain an even number of edges with non-zero labels, the labels
on those edges would then be C = 〈01, 02, . . . ,+, . . . ,−, . . . , 0n/d−1, 0n/d〉, a
sequence identical to that found on the next n/d edges. If C contains an
odd number of non-zeros, C = 〈01, 02, . . . ,+, . . . ,+, . . . , 0n/d−1, 0n/d〉, then
the sequence of labels on the next n/d adjacent edges would be −C =
〈01, 02, . . . ,−, . . . ,−, . . . , 0n/d−1, 0n/d〉, satisfying the definition of skewed ro-
tational symmetry.
In order to count the number of skewed rotational footprints, we will
need to use a similar argument as that used in Theorem 2. Summing over
possible even c-folds, the number of ways to select an odd number of edges
from n/c edges is
∑
c|n
2
∑⌈ n
4c
−1⌉
k=0
( n
2c
2k+1
)
=
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1. In order to count each
occurrence n/2 times, we must introduce a correction factor similar to ∆d.
An argument analogous to that given in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that
2
n
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c) returns the number of c-fold skewed rotationally sym-
metrical n-gons, ignoring, as was ignored in Theorem 2, the double counting
of footprints that lack axes of reflective symmetry.
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Column E demands that we subtract from our formula only one replicate
of each ±-form that has skewed rotational symmetry. Therefore the term
1
2
(( 2
n
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c)) + Λ) will give the number of cases taking into ac-
count reflective asymmetry. Here Λ is the number of ±-forms with skewed
rotational symmetry, and some kind of reflective symmetry (i.e., those that
are only counted once by the summation term). As we saw above, if ±-form
has skewed rotational symmetry and some form of reflective symmetry, then
it must have both mirror and skewed mirror symmetries. And with both
kinds of reflective symmetry present, N must contain at least two perpen-
dicular axes of symmetry.
In general, we must consider the possibility that the axis perpendicular to
the mirror axis could be either another axis of mirror symmetry, or an axis of
skew symmetry, and that these two cases need to be counted separately. Let
the number of ±-forms with at least two axes of symmetry (our correction
factor) be Λ = Λskew + Λmirror, the sum of the number of ±-forms where the
perpendicular axis is a skewed mirror axis or a mirror axis, respectively.
If n = 4k+2, the axis perpendicular to the axis of mirror symmetry must
be a skewed mirror axis, as it passes through vertices. Here, Λmirror = 0, and
since all other cases have a perpendicular skewed mirror axis, determining the
number of quarter-footprints will determine the number of ±-gons with this
form (Λskew). There are
n−2
4
edges in this quadrant which can be indepen-
dently included or not in the quarter-footprint. Therefore Λskew = 2
n−2
4 = Λ
is the number of n = 4k + 2-gons with skewed rotational symmetry and
reflective symmetry.
If n = 4k, the axis perpendicular to the mirror axis placed by assumption
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can be either an edge skewed mirror axis, or an edge mirror axis. Assuming
the former, Λskew = 2
n−4
4 , as there are n−4
4
edges in the quadrant between the
mirror axis, and the edge skewed mirror axis.
If the perpendicular axis is another mirror axis, then, because skewed
mirror and mirror axes must alternate, there must be an odd number of axes
between the perpendicular mirror axes. Therefore, one axis (either mirror or
skewed mirror) must be a bisecting axis between the two perpendicular axes
of mirror symmetry. With the existence of this bisecting axis guaranteed,
determining one octant of the footprint of N determines the whole, and
Λmirror = 2
⌈n−4
8
⌉. Here the ceiling function accounts for the two possibilities:
n = 8k or n = 8k + 4, as there are ⌈n−4
8
⌉ edges in one octant of n-gons of
both of these types. Thus, Λ = 2
n−4
4 + 2⌈
n−4
8
⌉.
Therefore, the number of ±-forms with skewed rotational symmetry is
1
2
(( 2
n
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c)) + 2
n−2
4 ) if n = 4k + 2. If n = 4k, then the number of
skewed rotational cases is 1
2
(( 2
n
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c)) + 2
n−4
4 + 2⌈
n−4
8
⌉).
Piecing It All Together: Assembling terms from the odd-formula, and
Columns C and E, for n = 4k + 2, we have N (n) =
1
n
∑
d|n
(2n/d−1 − 1)ϕ(d) + 1 + (2
n−4
2 + 2
n−6
4 )−
1
2
(
2
n
(
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c)) + 2
n−2
4 )
N (n) =
1
n
(
∑
d|n
2n/d−1ϕ(d)−
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c)) + 2
n−4
2
For n = 4k, (slightly more complicated of course), we have N (n) =
1
n
∑
d|n
(2n/d−1−1)ϕ(d)+1+(2
n−4
2 +2
n−4
4 )−
1
2
(
2
n
(
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c))+2
n−4
4 +2⌈
n−4
8
⌉)
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N (n) =
1
n
(
∑
d|n
2n/d−1ϕ(d)−
∑
c|n
2
2n/2c−1ϕ(2c)) + 2
n−4
2 + 2
n−8
4 − 2⌈
n−4
8
⌉−1
The first 25 terms of the sequence defined by this result for n = 3, 4, . . . 27
are: 1, 3, 3, 8, 9, 20, 29, 60, 93, 188, 315, 618, 1095, 2118, 3855, 7414, 13797,
26482, 49939, 95838, 182361, 350580, 671091, 1292604, 2485533.
There are several intriguing lines of investigation suggested by this result,
such as the relationship between temporal networks and k-ary necklaces, and
colored graphs more generally. This proof also provides a new demonstration
of the number theoretic result that
∑
d|n ϕ(d)2
n/d is divisible by n. Further-
more, the above sequence of integers appears to be converging to 2; Showing
that limn→∞N (n)/N (n − 1) = 2 would reveal a surprising result: adding
a new member to a temporal cycle of interactions only doubles the number
of fundamental ways objects can flow through the system, even while the
number of distinct interaction sequences grows roughly by a factor of n.
The novel field of temporal networks is ripe with open and undiscov-
ered questions, such as the number of isotemporal classes of other graph
forms, characterization of temporal path properties such as Hamiltonian re-
strictions, and algebraic implications of temporal label permutations that
preserve temporal isomorphism.
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Figure 1: Example of a temporal network — A: Members of a curious academic
society, Profs. A, B, C, D and E only meet in pairs, on the dates shown. B:
Temporal network representing the interactions described in the table with date
edge labels. The network in C replaces the dates with the ordered rank of the
events, and D gives the alternative interpretation of the time of the interaction
between A and D (See text).
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Figure 2: Line Graph of the Temporal Networks from Figure 1 — A: The tem-
poral network from Figure 1C is shown in grey beneath the line graph of that
network. B: The ±-form of that line graph is shown in black above the line graph.


Examples of how        selects different portions of an 8-gon:
n = 8         k = 4
{3, 4, 6, 8} 	 {1, 4, 5, 7}	 {2, 5, 6, 8} 	 {1, 3, 6, 7}	 ...



{1, 3, 5, 7} 	 {2, 4, 6, 8}		           {2, 4, 7, 6}
( )n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A
B C
Figure 3: Examples of Footprints on an 8-gon — A: Rotational isomorphs of
footprints without reflective symmetry are counted n times in the
(n
k
)
term that
identifies them. B: Examples of footprints of the 8-gon with 4-fold rotational
symmetry. Footprints with d-fold rotational symmetry are represented n/d times.
C: Those footprints without reflective symmetry are additionally counted for their
“left” and “right-hand” versions. The footprint in C is isomorphic to all those in
A, but is identified by a distinct footprint.
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Mirror Symmetry No Mirror Symmetry
Rotational Symmetry No Rotational Symmetry Rotational Symmetry No Rotational Symmetry
Skew No Skew Skew No Skew Skew No Skew Skew No Skew
A B C D E F G H
Figure 4: Examples of Various Combinations of Symmetry — Shown for eight
of sixteen possible combinations of symmetry, is an example of an n-gon with a
particular type of symmetry, with its corresponding footprint above. Dashed lines
indicate axes of mirror symmetry, and solid lines axes of skewed mirror symmetry.
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Figure 5: All Possible Symmetries and a Strategy for Calculating the Even For-
mula — Column A gives the number of isotemporal classes each footprint must
ultimately represent. The number of replicates of a particular footprint, as iden-
tified by the odd-formula is given in B. C, D, E, and F represent corrections
taken to revise the values in B to equal those in A: respectively, addition of mir-
ror symmetric cases, subtraction of mirror and skewed mirror symmetric cases,
subtraction of skewed rotational cases, and addition of skewed mirror and skewed
rotational cases. G gives the sum of B through F, and as the correction strategy
is sound, has entries equal to the goal of A. ∗: rows where the odd-formula and
the goal differ. ∗∗: combinations of symmetry that are impossible.
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